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5.1 Instability of FIFO at arbitrarily low rates

It was stated in Lecture 4 that under an adversarial queueing model, FIFO can be made unstable

at arbitrarily low rates, r. The class began with a presentation demonstrating this by an example.

Earlier work [2], [5], [4], [6] had shown that FIFO is unstable at rates exceeding .85, .83, .749 and

.5 respectively, under an adversarial queueing model. In [7] the authors show that an adversarial

injection protocol with an arbitarily low rate r, for a network of size Õ(1
r
) can be constructed, that

makes FIFO unstable.

The central idea is to construct a network from a concatenation of gadgets that allow only

a small fraction of packets to pass through them for a long duration, and to inject packets after

delaying and synchronizing them so that at the end of each injection phase, the number of packets

waiting to traverse an edge increases.

The gadget described has 2k vertices and k edges, classified as input, output and load edges.

There are two types of packet flows in this network - gadget-traversing packets that enter from an

input edge, traverse all the k load edges in order and then exit from the adjacent output edge, and

internal-gadget packets that are traverse a single load edge.

Protocol 5.1 The adversary works in phases to inject internal-gadget packets at each load edge

at a rate r during an activation phase, and these packets are routed so that the output edge of one

gadget is the input edge of the next gadget in the chain, i.e. the gadget traversing packets arrive at

a rate 1.

Lemma 5.2 Let the rate of escape from the gadget R, be the sum of the rates at which the gadget-

traversing packets arrive at the source vertex of an output edge. Then with the flows described

above, R ≤ k
(1+r)k .

Proof: The proof assumes the proportional share property of FIFO, where an edge of capacity

1 with n incoming flows of rates r1, r2, ......rn, s.t. total inflow F =
∑n

j=1 rj > 1, allocates capacity

Ri = ri

F
to the ith flow.

Let ri be the rate of arrival of packets that have traversed i of the k load edges. The total rate

of arrival of packets at the source vertex of the load edges, T = 1 + r + r1 + ... + rk−1

Now, r1 = 1/T , and for 2 ≤ i ≤ k, ri =
ri−1

T
= 1

T i . Since T ≥ 1 + r, it follows that rk ≤ 1
(1+r)k .

This implies that

R = krk ≤
k

(1 + r)k
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The network topology comprises of chains of these gadgets, such that there are 2 separate

columns, and 2 sets of connectors between them. The adversary injects the two kinds of packet

flows described in protocol 5.1 above, as a flow through the columns, and a flow through the

connectors.

Theorem 5.3 At the beginning of a phase, there are s packets in each input queue. At the end of

the phase s′ ≥ s packets in each input queue are waiting to traverse the second column.

Proof: Each phase is divided into subphases i, where there are si chain-traversing packets

waiting in the input queue of gadget i. In the next si time steps, rsi internal gadget packets on

each load edge and rsi

k
chain traversing packets on each input edge are introduced. At the end of

the phase there are chain traversing packets in each of the connectors which wish to traverse the

second column. It can be shown [7] that the number of packets in the column at the beginning of

subphase i, si ≥
s
2 and the number of packets in each of the input queue of the second column is

greater than s.

This proof of the instability works with a network of diameter O(k4

r3 ). [7] also introduces an

additional topology, where by adding a fourth type viz. bypass edges to the gadget, and using a

torus of such chained gadgets, FIFO queueing becomes unstable for a diameter O
(

1
rlog( 1

r
)3

)

.

5.2 Universally Stable Networks

Theorem 5.4 Rings and DAGs (directed acyclic graphs) are universally stable.

For a detailed proof of the above theorem, refer to [3] [2].

Theorem 5.5 If G1, G2, G3, ...GN are all universally stable, then a network G which contains

a copy of each of G1, G2, G3, ...GN , s.t. all edges in G (other than in those in the copies of

G1, G2, G3, ...GN ), go from a Gi to a Gj for j > i is also stable.

Proof Outline: The instability in a network is caused essentially by a feedback, where the

packets injected earlier double back and contend with packets being injected currently at the same

point. In a DAG as defined above, the direction of flow is unidirectional, and in the absence of a

feedback, injection at rates < 1 doesn’t induce instability.

Corollary 5.6 DAGs of rings are also universally stable.

Note: This is with the exception of a DAG containing rings sharing a common vertex. Refer

Figure 2 and proof in [8].

The following results can be deduced from the foregoing intuition.

Theorem 5.7 Undirected rings and trees are universally stable under simple paths.

A simple path is one in which no edge e of the graph is traversed twice. Essentially, an undirected

cycle/tree can be decomposed into two disconnected directed cycles/trees, and the theorem follows.
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Claim 5.8 No (strongly connected digraph) topology more complicated than a ring is universally

stable.

Ref. [8] for a discussion of forbidden minors, and conditions for universal stability. The results

proved in this paper are :

I A digraph is universally stable iff all of its strongly connected components are universally

stable.

I Networks in Figure 1 and Figure 2 are not universally stable. The proof for this is given by

describing an adversarial scheme where packets are injected in rounds, and a protocol s.t. in

the last round (on the edge completing the “feedback”) the newly injected packets are given

preference over the longest-in-system packets, resulting in a build-up of queue sizes.

I The graph in Figure 3 is also unstable for FIFO.

From the second set of instability proofs, it can be concluded that a strongly connected digraph

comprising two or more cycles sharing either a vertex or an edge is not universally stable, and so

a single ring is the unique stable topology.

Theorem 5.9 A connected undirected graph with n vertices is universally stable iff it has no more

than n edges, i.e. iff it has at most one cycle.

Note: The above results in [8] hold only for digraphs with no parallel edges.

Checking for universal stability of a network [8] also describes a procedure to check

universal stability of a digraph G, by constructing its feasible line graph, and examining whether

strongly connected components are simple cycles.

This results in a O(mn) time technique for deciding universal stability, a significant improvement

over polynomial time O( 1
n3 ) and O( 1

n2 ) proposed earlier.
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Figure 4: A ring with an added chord

is not universally stable

Counterexample: As a counterexample, consider a 3 vertex ring with an additional chord, as

shown in Figure 4. Then as presented in Lec. 3, and from [3], an adversarial injection scheme that

will cause instability is, to inject packets in successive phases of type e0 and e0f0e1, f0 and e0f
′

0e1,

e1 at the rate of r.

The property of universal stability has been shown to be closed w.r.t. the minor inclusion

relation on graphs. This is stated in the lemma below.

Definition 5.1 Minor of an undirected graph G is another graph H, obtained by applying successive

transformations on G comprising of edge deletion and edge contraction, i.e. by removing an edge

e, and merging the two vertices v1 and v2 that e is incident upon in G.

Lemma 5.10 If H is a minor of G, and not universally stable, then G is also not universally

stable.

Theorem 5.11 If G is universally stable and H is a minor of G, then H is universally stable.

Proof Outline: The theorem can be proved by using the following lemma together with the

one above.

Lemma 5.12 If H is a subgraph of G, and H is unstable, then G is also unstable

An adversary A
′ for the graph G can be derived from the known adversary A for the unstable

minor H, s.t. in addition to the packets injected by A injected in a first phase, A
′ also injects, at

the edges not adjacent to the merged vertices v1 and v2, high priority packets in a second phase.

This effectively blocks the packets in the first phase, and the queue sizes at all other edges remain

the same, while the queues at the additional edges are drained. Ref [3] for a more rigorous proof.
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Figure 5: Minor of an unstable graph is also unstable

5.3 Model Variants - Fluid and Session Models

After having analysed both stochastic and adversarial queueing models, it is useful to summarize

and point out the distinction between the two approaches.

As described in Lecture 3, in the Stochastic Model the incoming packet flows are described

by an arrival process Ai(t), representing the number of arrivals of type i at time t. Analysis of

such open multiclass queueing networks has been done with the assumption that Ai(t) are Poisson

distributed, or i.i.d, or merely stationary.

Dai [10] showed that in the fluid model with Poisson arrivals i.e. Kelly networks, a sufficient

condition for a network to have an equilibrium distribution, is that the underlying Markov process

be positive Harris recurrent. In such a strictly subcritical network, the queue sizes become ∞ w.p.

0. [10] also showed that the stability in the fluid model is equivalent to stability in the stochastic

model under scaling linear w.r.t. the customer classes and time. The limit lim
∑T

t=1
Ai(t)

T
exists

if Ai(t) is stationary, and approaches the fluid limit. Gamarnik [9] has proved a similar result for

adversarial networks.

Bramson [11] has shown that although FIFO is stable for Kelly-type networks, it can be unstable

at arbitrarily low rates when mean service times are not i.i.d.

Contrast this with the Route-Based adversarial model (Session Model), that is specified in terms

of :

- ∀ route R, there is a maximum injection rate, aR

- ∀ edge e, there is a maximum injection rate,
∑

R:e∈R aR < (1 − ε)

In some sense, this is a less powerful adversary, bounded by the constraint that the peak rate for

all edges should be < 1.

Andrews [3] has shown that even in the session model, FIFO is unstable for rates < 1.

Even within the framework of adversarial queueing models, there can be a classification into

deterministic adversaries, where the injection of new packets at time t is based on the entire history
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of the routing up t, or a stochastic adversary who chooses a distribution for the next set of requests,

as a function of the history of the network configurations, and generates inputs randomly according

to this distribution. The adversarial model therefore includes the stochastic model as a special

case.

There was also a brief discussion on the relevance of game theory, and its relation to the

adversarial model for analysis. The adversarial model can be thought of as a superset of the game

theoretic model provided selfish players inject at a rate < r, i.e. in order to specify a feasible model,

each edge must not be overloaded.

Application Areas

• In many practical situations, such as database transactions between two departments in an

organization, the size of communicated information grows incrementally (for e.g. Sales and

Accounting departments exchanging Transaction and Audit History files) without bound. In

the Internet too, many flows have been found to not have a fluid limit. This would point to

using a scheduling scheme like LIS, over FIFO, from the foregoing stability analysis.

• Game theory / economic issues can be better applied end-to-end at the transport or network

layers, whereas adversarial queueing theory still works well at the forwarding layer on a

packet-by-packet basis.

5.4 Queue Sizes

The queue sizes for SIS, FTG, NTS protocols can become exponential, Ref [3].

For any local, deterministic forwarding protocol, queue size can be shown to be bounded by

2dω(1)
, where d = dmax.

To make queue sizes of polynomical order, two approaches could be considered :

1. Randomization in scheduling. This is effectively FIFO, since the packet that arrived first in

the system, has a higher probability of getting serviced.

2. Randomization in stamping. The injection time of the packet can be overwritten by a random

time instant, so that the input to the forwarding algorithm resembles Poisson arrivals, i.e.

stamp a packet arriving at time t, with a timestamp (t+R). Such a randomized algorithm

has been reported to run in polynomial, and subsequently O(d logm) time using a dynamic

and static scheduling protocol respectively.

5.5 Hypercube Routing

A brief introduction to packet routing on a hypercube was given ahead of Lecture 6.

Definition 5.2 A hypercube is a generalization of a 3-cube to d dimensions, i.e. it is a orthotope

(!) with 2d vertices and d.2d−1 edges.

Problem Statement: Permutation Routing Problem on a Hypercube : Given a permutation

σ of the vertices, and a traffic matrix Λ, a packet needs to be sent from i to σ(i), for each i.
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The key idea will be to decompose the solution into a convex combination of n2 permutation

matrices.
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